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Context 
 
At the beginning of 2018, The Solent Forum produced a report for NEG on the following two pieces 
of MMO work. 
 

1. MMO report (conducted by ABPmer) on managing marine recreational activities: a review of 
evidence  NECR242 (see Appendix A for Solent Forum summary) 
 

2. Non-licensable activity impacts on MPA: Published evidence requirement  MMO R090 
 
 

The work for R090 above has  now been conducted and the report is numbered MMO 1136.  The 
Solent Forum have provided a summary of this work below. 
 
In April 2020 the MMO launched a new Evidence Requirement paper MMO R142 
 A brief summary of this is also included below. 
 
Finally, some conclusions are drawn to help SEMS and NEG understand how to interpret all of the 
MMO work to date. 
 
 
Non-licensable Activity Impacts on Marine Protected Areas MMO 1136   
Report Overview 
 
This report was released in December 2019. 
 
The study objectives were to: 
 

 Create a consolidated list of non-licensable activities 
 Provide maps of spatial distribution of activities 
 Undertake stakeholder engagement (Solent Forum did submit a response on-line but was 

not invited to a workshop, although other CPs were) 
 ID activities and sites for further monitoring 

 
Results: 
 

 A list of 21 activities created. Five were excluded as though to be outside MMO jurisdiction 
or within licence conditions (Dog walking , shipping, recreational angling, anchoring and 
mooring, commercial fishing). Not clear how these were selected – mentioned 34 activities 
exempted from requirement for a marine licence) 

 A map and description (inc intensity of activities, but not impacts) of a) Solent Maritime SAC 
and b) Solent and Southampton Water SPA provided.  SEMS Management was not 
mentioned in the report at all and this seems to reveal a flaw in the work.  This is despite 



the fact that SEMS is the strategic annual monitoring system used as a statutory 
requirement for all Relevant Authorities in the Solent who are legally required to record the 
impact of non-licensable activities on the designated European sites.  MMO are a 
participatory Relevant Authority to SEMS. 

 It was acknowledged in the report that there were no workshops in the South and that this 
could be rectified by holding some in the future 

 The intensity chart is based on 2 on-line responses.  
 High intensity activities listed as: Paddlesport; Motorboating, Sailing. Medium intensity 

activities listed as: Bait collection, board sports, coasteering, car vehicle access, wildlife 
watching. Low intensity activity listed as: drone us, powered aircraft, geographical surveys. 
Drone use was listed as not occurring over SEMS SPAs. 

 A sensitivity analysis has been undertaken for high intensity activities. In SEMS, these include 
paddlesports, motorboating and sailing.  Only could see one chart for Motorboating in SEMS 
SPAs and this indicted high impact for noise disturbance on some birds.  

 
 
MMO R142 Call for Evidence 
 
Launched April 2020 
 
Further plans to look at spatial and temporal distribution, and intensity. 
Could lead to management measures. 
 
What activities 
 
Priority is: 
 

 Anchoring and Mooring 
 
Followed by launch, recovery and participation of: 
 

 Powerboating 
 Sailing non-motorised craft (Kayak, Windsurfers and dinghies) 
 Recreational Scuba Diving 

 
What areas 

Priority is: 
 

 Studland  by Dec 2020 
 
Followed by: 
 
Many other areas incl.   by Feb 2021 

 Bembridge MCZ 
 All SEMS 

 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/evidence-requirement-r142-non-licensable-impacts-
on-priority-mpas 
 
 



 
Summary for SEMS and NEG 
 
 

 SEMS/NEG needs to look at the MMO list of 21 non-licensable activities and understand 
whether the SEMS Survey activity categories need to be altered, bearing in mind that they 
are aligned with NE’s advice on operations list on the Designated Sites System . We Need to 
understand the MMO criteria for activities and why for example dog walking is outside the 
scope of project just because it’s not under MMO remit. Disappointing that an holistic view 
on site impacts has not been taken. 

 SEMS/NEG needs to query with MMO why they are not listed in the management section of 
the 1136 report 

 SEMS/NEG needs to query why our knowledge was not sought and inputted into the report. 
Examine why intensity of activities does not align with SEMS annual findings on activity 
change. Ensure that they are invited to any  Solent workshop held on behalf of the MMO. 

 SEMS/NEG needs to talk to NE about the sensitivity data that will be collected in the Solent 
for which activities and sites, and what the resulting management measures maybe. There 
needs to be robust evidence to come to this conclusion and it must include SEMS results to 
be meaningful. (see note below) 

 SEMS/NEG needs to talk to the MMO so as to fully engage on the forthcoming work detailed 
in R142 and scheduled to take place by February 2021 

 It is recommended that most of the above actions are captured by inviting MMO officers 
from the Marine Conservation Team to the next NEG meeting on 4h November in 
Southampton.  

 
Contact with the MMO - June 2020 
 
 

 The Solent Forum contacted the MMO Marine Conservation Team lead (Eleanor Johnston) 
about this, and she has stated that the MMO this is not the only evidence that the MMO 
takes into account and that the MMO would involve the Solent Forum is any management 
measures are being designed to affect the Solent.  The MMO will be able to attend the NEG 
meeting on 4th November 

 
 

MMO contacts: 
 
 

Eleanor Johnson or Victoria Morgan (Marine Conservation Team leads on Non-Licensable Activity 
work) 
 
Callum Williams – Marine Conservation Manager (filled in SEMS Annual monitoring survey 2020 
callum.williams@marinemanagement.org.uk 

Rippon Carter – MMO Local Officer  



Appendix A 
Solent Forum Summary of MMO  242 report  
February 2018 
 
The MMO report (http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5164654430519296), 
provides briefing notes for a range of activities.  The Solent Forum’s views were sought by ABPmer 
during this study.  This work  will advance the evidence base for whether many of the SEMS activities 
many be adversely affecting the designated features.  The Solent Forum produced a detailed 
summary (please request) The following  summarises the work and evaluates it as follows: 
 

 Some SEMS activities are excluded however such as bait digging; angling; mooring and 
anchoring; and walking with and without dogs.  Walking has been well researched previously 
by NEG, however the other activities have not. 

 
 Whilst the briefing notes, do not necessarily tell us anything new it is extremely useful to 

have everything pulled into one place. 
 

 The briefing notes provide a standard methodology and framework for assessing the impacts 
of activities 

 
 Will be interesting to know how frequently this evidence may be updated 

 
 The report emphasises the role of national governing bodies and how they can produce 

guidelines. There are recommendations on how to work with coastal partnerships and 
influence their members.  Despite this, Coastal Partnerships such as the Solent Forum, often 
lead the way in developing the evidence base.  The Solent Forum should continue to 
pioneer. 

 
 The report admits there is little on evaluation and management of measures.  This need to 

be developed in the future so as to gauge whether measures are effective.  There has 
previously been work on identifying best practice in MPA management for NE in 2012 by 
Footprint Ecology.  http://www.footprint-ecology.co.uk/reports/Liley%20et%20al.%20-
%202012%20-
%20Identifying%20best%20practice%20in%20management%20of%20activit.pdf 

 
 The toolkit is very useful, however there is a lot more that can be added, especially the 

inventory of options.  It will be important to see how this can be kept up to date. 
 

 The toolkit lists the roles and responsibilities of RAs which would be very useful to share 
with the SEMS RAs. 

 


